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There is a long history of studying boundary value problems for elliptic and
parabolic differential equations when the equation is posed in a domain with
sufficiently smooth boundary. In this paper, we prove some pointwise estimates and
regularity results for solutions when a directional derivative is prescribed on the
boundary, which satisfies an interior cone condition. We consider very weak
hypotheses on the data of the problem. In particular, we consider an optimal relation
between the interior cone and the direction of the prescribed directional derivative,
and we assume very little smoothness of the coefficients in the equation and the
boundary condition.  2001 Academic Press
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INTRODUCTION
A number of authors have studied the linear elliptic oblique derivative
problem Lu= f in 0, Mu= g on 0 in smooth domains 0, where the
operators L and M are defined by
Lu=aijDiju+biD iu+cu, Mu=; iDi u+;0u.
For a smooth domain 0/Rn, we use & to denote its unit inner normal and,
following standard practice, we say that M is oblique if ; } &>0. (Note that
;=(;1, ..., ;n) never includes the coefficient ;0.) When 0 is merely
Lipschitz, it is still possible to define obliqueness as in [12]: We say that
the operator M (or the vector field ;) is oblique at a point x0 # 0 if there
is a coordinate system (x$, xn)=(x1, ..., xn) centered at x0 such that ;n(x0)
is parallel to the positive xn-axis and if there is a Lipschitz function |
defined on some (n&1)-dimensional ball Bn&1(x0 , R) such that
0 & B(x0 , R)=[x # Rn : xn>|(x$), |x|<R]. (1)
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In this case, a regularity theory was developed by the present author [12]
which allows for certain classes of domains (in particular domains with C1
boundary) but makes no assumptions of smoothness on the coefficients.
The basic results proved there were a Ho lder estimate for solutions, a
Harnack inequality, and a uniqueness theorem. Some of these results were
proved, via different methods, for problems with continuous ; and
arbitrary Lipschitz domains [21, 22] and for problems with arbitrary ; but
C2 domains [23] by Nadirashvili. It was suggested on page 349 of [12]
that the present author’s approach might provide alternative proofs of
Nadirashvili’s results but the methods of that paper were unable to handle
the case of continuous ; and arbitrary 0. Our goal in this work is to
improve these results and others.
There are several important differences between the results here and
those previously known. The main one is that we assume the weakest
natural hypotheses on the domain. Specifically, we assume only that at any
point on the boundary there is an interior cone and that ; points strictly
into this cone in a neighborhood of this point, which also entails a some-
what different definition for obliqueness. Hence, we can deal with domains
which are not Lipschitz, and we allow quite general discontinuities of ;.
In addition, our Harnack inequality has the geometry of the usual
Harnack inequality for elliptic equations. Such an inequality was proved by
Nadirashvili [24] for discontinuous ; but only in domains with C2 bound-
ary. The corresponding result in [12] allows discontinuous ; and certain
Lipschitz boundaries but it estimates the supremum of a solution over a set
in terms of its infimum over another set, which is disjoint from the first one.
This ‘‘displaced’’ Harnack inequality is adequate for deriving the usual
properties of solutions (that is, a strong maximum principle, uniqueness for
boundary value problems, and Ho lder continuity of solutions), but
the author’s investigation of obstacle problems for elliptic equations with
oblique derivative boundary conditions [17] hinges on a Harnack
inequality without this displacement.
The key to understanding these problems is a suitable quantitative
measure of obliqueness, which we give in Section 1 and which we call the
modulus of obliqueness. Our regularity results are then based on suitable
a priori bound for solutions under various hypotheses on the coefficients.
In Section 2, we prove bounds for the maximum of the solution when the
coefficients are in a suitable L p space. Next, Section 3 proves a relatively
simple estimate: if a nonnegative supersolution is large on most of an open
set, then the solution is bounded from below by a positive constant on a
larger open set. This estimate directly implies the strong maximum prin-
ciple and uniqueness results mentioned above; the proofs of these results
are simpler than those in [21]. We also prove a ‘‘displaced’’ weak Harnack
inequality (which gives an estimate of the integral of some power of the
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supersolution over a set in terms of the infimum of the supersolution over
some other set) in this section, and then Ho lder continuity of solutions. An
elliptic weak Harnack inequality is proved in Section 4; we point out that
the method of proof in this section is similar to the one originally used in
the proof of [18] but never before published. We show that our results are
not true if we relax our definition of obliqueness in Section 5. An extension
of our estimates to polyhedral domains is given is Section 6. The corre-
sponding parabolic problem is discussed in Section 7, and the mixed
boundary value problem is considered in Section 8.
The weak hypotheses made on the coefficients of L and M suggest that
the natural setting for our results should be the theory of viscosity solu-
tions. Indeed, the recent work of Caffarelli, Crandall, Kocan, and Swie ch
[1] is directly concerned with elliptic equations with measurable coef-
ficients. Unfortunately, our weak hypotheses on the coefficients of M cause
problems in their theory because they define the boundary condition in
terms of a pointwise estimate on a comparison function which lies in W 2, n
(for our hypotheses) and such functions generally do not have directional
derivatives at every point of the boundary. The definition of viscosity solu-
tions to oblique derivative problems in [5] cannot be used here, either,
because that work requires additional smoothness of the boundary data.
For these reasons, we deal here with strong solutions of the differential
equation which satisfy the boundary condition everywhere. The extension
of our work to a viable viscosity theory is, at present, an open problem.
1. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION
The definition of obliqueness given above requires the domain to be at
least Lipschitz. Most of our results are concerned with more general
domains. We therefore introduce the following definitions: We say that
a vector ; points into 0 at x0 # 0 if there is a positive constant t0 such
that x0+t; # 0 for 0<t<t0 . We say that a vector field ;, defined on
some subset 7 of 0, points into 0 if ;(x0) points into 0 at x0 for all
x0 # 7.
In order to introduce a quantitative measure of obliqueness for domains
satisfying an interior cone condition, we recall that the semi-vertex angle of
a cone is the angle between the axis of that cone and its surface. Let
x0 # 0, and suppose there is a cone with vertex at x0 , semi-vertex angle
{ # (0, ?2), and height R which is a subset of 0. We say that a vector field
; defined in some neighborhood of x0 has modulus of obliqueness $ at x0
if, for any =>0, there is a number R(=) such that the angle between ;(x)
and the axis of the cone is less than or equal to arctan(($+=) tan {) for any
x # B(x0 , R(=)) & 0 and if ; points into 0 in this neighborhood.
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We also will consider a measure of obliqueness that is uniform with
respect to the point x0 . For our applications, it will be useful to proceed
as follows. We say that a vector field ; defined in a neighborhood of some
x0 # 0 has modulus of obliqueness $ near x0 if, for any =>0, there is a
coordinate system such that (1) holds with a Lipschitz function | such that
sup |D|| sup( |;$|;n)$+=. Here ;$=(;1, ..., ;n&1).
We also use Q to denote the quasilinear operator defined by
Qu=aij (x, u, Du) Diju+a(x, u, Du),
where aij and a are scalar-valued functions. The dummy variables z and p
will be used in place of u and Du. For either linear or quasilinear equa-
tions, we use *, 4, and D to denote the minimum eigenvalue, the maximum
eigenvalue, and determinant, respectively, of the matrix (aij). We always
assume that * is positive, so that L and Q are elliptic. We shall indicate the
necessary modifications for parabolic problems in Section 7.
We point out that all of our equations and inequalities involving L, Q
and their coefficients are assumed to hold only almost everywhere with
respect to Lebesgue measure while the corresponding equations and
inequalities involving M and its coefficients are assumed to hold
everywhere. Examples in [16] show that our results are not valid if the
boundary condition fails to hold at one point on the boundary; however,
we can relax the sense in which the boundary condition holds as follows.
We recall that the operator M can be defined in terms of the directional
derivative, that is, we write ; } Du(x0)h for a point x0 # 0 and a number
h if
lim sup
t  0+
u(x0+t;(x0))&u(x0)
t
h.
The inequality ; } Du(x0)h and the equality ; } Du(x0)=h are defined
similarly. Hence, we only need to assume that our functions are in
W 2, n & C0. We also define
(Mu)+ (x0)=inf[h>0 : ; } Du(x0) &;0(x0) u(x0)+h];
and similarly for (Mu)&.
2. MAXIMUM ESTIMATES
We begin by recalling the maximum estimate from [12]. Since the proof
given there is not complete, we indicate here the missing steps (which are
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essentially in [27]). To state this estimate, we recall some terminology. For
a continuous function u defined on 0, we write 1+ for the upper contact
set of u, that is, the set of all y # 0 for which there is p # Rn such that
u(x)u( y)+ p } (x& y) for all x # 0, (2)
and we define the normal mapping / on subsets of 0 by setting
/(7)=[ p # Rn : (2) holds for some y # 7].
Proposition 2.1. Suppose ; points into 0 and suppose there are non-
negative constants ;0 and b0 such that
;0<0 and |;| &;0 ;0 on 0, (3)
&bD1n&n; 0b0 , (4a)
c0 in 0. (4b)
If u # C0(0 ) & W 2, nloc (0), then
sup
0
u" (Mu)
&
;0 "; 0+C(n, b0)(diam 0+;0) "
(Lu)&
D1n "n; 1+ . (5)
Proof. Suppose first that u # C2(0 ). The argument in [12] shows that
sup
0
u" (Mu)
&
;0 "; 0+C(n)(diam 0+;0) | p0 | (6)
for any vector p0 # Rn"/(1+). Next, we set
h( p)=(| p|n(n&1)++n(n&1))1&n
and we choose R0 such that
|
| p|R0
h( p) dp=|
1+
h(Du) det(&D2u) dx. (7)
It follows from the analysis on pages 223 and 224 of [3] that
R0C(n, b0) &(Lu)&D1n&n; 1+ . (8)
For any R>R0 , it follows from (7) that there is p0 # Rn"/(1+ ) with
| p0 |R, so (after sending R  R0) (6) holds with | p0 | replaced by R0 . In
conjunction with (8), this inequality implies the desired result for smooth
u. The general case follows by an approximation argument (see [27] or
[14, Lemma 7.4]). K
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For problems in smooth domains, it is known that a similar maximum
estimate holds if the hypotheses ;0<0, c0 are replaced by ;00, c<0;
this estimate is a special case of [10, Lemma 3.2]. To prove the corre-
sponding result for nonsmooth domains, we begin with a crucial lemma
which will lead to strong estimates.
Lemma 2.2. If ; is uniformly oblique on 0 with modulus of obliqueness
$<1, then there is a function \ # C(0 ) such that ; } D\|;| on 0.
Furthermore, there is a constant C determined only by R((1&$)2), $, +1 ,
and 0 such that |\|+|D\|+|D2\|C.
Proof. First, fix x0 # 0, write R for R((1&$)2), and, for ’>0 to be
further specified, let | # C(B(x0 , R)) be a function such that ||&| |<’
and sup |D| |sup |D||. (Such a function is easily generated by mollifying |.)
If we define w(x0 ; x)=xn&| (x$) and M0=; } D, then
M0w=;n&;$ } D|
;n(1&$)|;|
1&$
2(+1+1)
.
Now let (Bi) be a set of balls of radius R each centered on 0 which cover
0, let (i) be a C partition of unity on 0 subordinate to this cover,
and let wi be the function just constructed with x0 equal to the center of
the ball. It follows that \*= i wi satisfies
M0 \*=: iM0wi+: wi M0i
|;| \ 1&$2(+1+1)&’ : |D i |+|;|
1&$
4(+1+1)
provided ’ is chosen sufficiently small, so we can take \=4(+1+1)(\*+’)
(1&$). The estimates on \ and its first two derivatives now follow because
|\|’ on 0 and |D2| | can be estimated by a constant determined only
by ’, n, and |0 . K
From this lemma, we can prove a version of [10, Lemma 3.2] for non-
smooth domains.
Proposition 2.3. Suppose ; is uniformly oblique with $<1 and ;00.
Suppose also that (4a) holds and that there are positive constants + and c0
such that 4+* and c&c04. Then there is a constant =(b0 , $, +, +1 , 0)
such that if b=b+b= with b c # L and
&b=c&n= (9)
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then there is a constant C determined only by n, &b c& , b0 , c0 , +, +1 , and
0 such that
sup
0
uC \sup0
(Mu)&
|;|
+" (Lu)
&
D1n "n+ (10)
for any u # C0(0 ) & W 2, nloc (0).
Proof. Let \ be the function from Lemma 2.2, and, for a positive
constant k to be further determined, set v=exp(k\) u. We also write Wi for
the maximum of |Di\| for i=0, 1, 2 and we set f =Lu, g=Mu, and
R=diam 0. By direct calculation and noting that
exp(k\) aijDiuDj \=aijD j \D i v&k exp(k\) aijD i \D j \u,
we see that
Lvexp(k\) f&2k exp(k\) aijDj \D iv
+[k2aijDi\D j \+k(aijD ij\+b iDi \)] v
on 0+=[x # 0 : v(x)>0]. Hence, if we set
b i=bi+2ka ijDj \,
c =c&k2aijDi \D j \&k(aijD ij \+b iD i\),
f =exp(k\) f+kb i=Di \v,
we see that aijDijv+b iDi v+c v f in 0+. Moreover, there is a positive
constant k0(W2 , &b c& , c0) such that c 0 on 0+ if kk0 . Next, we
extend ; and g to all of 0 by defining them to be zero in 0. It follows that
;iDiv&k |;| vg on 0+, so Proposition 2.1 gives
sup vexp(kW0) sup
g&
|;|
+Ck(R+1k) exp(kW0) " f
&
D1n "n
+[Ck(Rk+1) =W1] sup v,
where Ck is the constant from Proposition 2.1 with b0 replaced by
b0+2+kW1 . We now set k=min[k0 , 1R] and then ==1(2CkW1) to infer
that
sup v2 exp(kW0) sup
g&
|;|
+2Ck[R+1k] exp(kW0) " f
&
D1n "n .
The desired result follows easily from this inequality. K
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Note that the decomposition b=b+b= is always possible; however, the
estimate of &b c& from = requires more information about b than just
&bc&n . (This situation is similar to that discussed in Remark 1 on p. 200 of
the English translation of [8] concerning L bounds for weak solutions of
elliptic equations in divergence form.) In addition, the assumption ;00
can be relaxed to ;0k1 |;| for k1 a sufficiently small constant.
3. THE BASIC ESTIMATE AND ITS CONSEQUENCES
In this section, we prove a simple estimate which leads to a weak
Harnack inequality similar to the one in [18] and [12]. To simplify the
calculations, we assume that x0 # 0 is the origin and the axis of the cone
in the definition of the modulus of obliqueness is along the positive xn-axis;
then to simplify the notation, we set 0[R]=B(0, R) & 0 and 0[R]=
B(0, R) & 0. We also assume that the modulus of obliqueness at 0 is less
than 1. It follows that there are positive constants R, =, |0 and +1 with
=<1 such that
[x # Rn : xn>|0 |x$|, |x|<R]/0, (11)
|;$|+1 ;n on 0[R], (12)
and
|0 +11&=. (13)
For A=21+2==&4= and : # (0, 1), we define the function G on R_(0, ) by
G( y, \)=\ | y$|
2
\2
+:+
(1+=)2
+
| yn| 2
(A|0 \)2
, (14)
and, for a point x1 # 0[R], we define
E(x1 , \)=[x # 0 : G(x&x1 , \)<1].
For simplicity, we often drop the x1 from the notation. We then have a
simple estimate which is proved by appropriate combination of ideas from
[3, Theorem 9.22], [9, Lemma 2.1] (to consider b and c in Ln), and [12,
Lemma 2.1]. To state our result, we suppose that u is a nonnegative
W 2, nloc (0[R]) & C
0(0 ) function, and we set
k=\ _" (Lu)
+
* "n; 0[R]+ sup0[R]
(Mu)+
;n & , u =u+k.
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Lemma 3.1. Let u be a nonnegative W 2, nloc (0[R]) & C
0(0 ) function. In
addition to conditions (11)(13), suppose that there are positive constants +
and +2 such that
4+* and c0 in 0[R], (15a)
0;0&+2 ;n on 0[R]. (15b)
Suppose also that b* and c* are in Ln(0[R]), and let x1=(0, xn1) # 0[R].
Then there is a positive constant :1(=) such that if
xn1(A&:1) |0 \, (16)
and E(x1 , \)/0[R], then for any positive constants % and %1 in (0, 1), there
are positive constants C1 and ‘1 determined only by n, :, =, +, +1 , +2 \, %,
%1 , and |0 such that if
|[x # E(%\) : u (x)<h]|‘n1 \
n (17a)
\ &c*&n; E(\)+&b*&n; E(\)‘1 , (17b)
for some h0, then hC1u in E(%1 \).
Proof. We define the function ’ by
’(x)=1&G(x&x1 , \).
Then, for x # E(\) & 0, we have
xn1&x
n(A&:1) |0 \&|0 |x$|
from (16). If A&:1>1, it follows that xn1&x
n>0. Next, we set
N=
xn1&x
n
A|0 \
, P=
|x$|
\
,
to see that N2+(P2+:) (1+=)21 and N1&(:1+P)A on E(\) & 0.
Therefore
\1&:1A &
P
A+
2
+P1+=1,
and hence
P\2+2=
2
A +
1=
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provided :1 is sufficiently small (depending only on =), and then
N1&
:1
A
&\ 2A1+=+
1=
1&2 \ 2A+
1=
=1&
=4
2
if also :12. With this choice for :1 , we have on E(\) & 0 that
; } D’=\&2 _&(1+=) ;$ } x$(P2+:) (=&1)2+ 1(A|0)2 ;n(xn1&xn)&

;n
A|0 \
[&(1+=) +1|0AP=+2N]

2;n
A|0 \ _&1+=4+1&
=4
2 &==4A|0 \;n.
It follows that ; } D(’q)+2 ;n’q if qmax[1, A|0 +2 \=4].
A straightforward calculation (see, for example, [3, p. 247]) then shows
that
L(’q) &\&2C(n, q, =, |0 , %, +) *[1+|b| \]&*c
in E(%\) for any q>1 and that there is a constant q1(n, =, |0 , %, +)1 such
that
L(’q) &*b |D(’q)|&*c
in E(\)"E(%\) provided qq1 . We now write B* for the subset of E(\) on
which u <h and we set v=h(’q)&u with q=max[q1 , A|0 +2 \=4]. Then
" (Lv)
&
D1n "n; B*C(n, =, +, %, |0) \&1‘1n1 .
Next, we extend ; to be zero inside E(\) and set
b0(x)={&;
n(x) =(2A|0 \)
&1
if x # 0
otherwise
and
g(x)={&(Mu)
+
0
if x # 0
otherwise.
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If we define the operator M* by M*w=;iDi w+b0w, we see that M*vg
on B*. We then apply Proposition 2.1 (with M* replacing M) to v in B*
to see that
sup
B*
vC2(n, &b&n , =, %, +, |0)(k+h‘1)
since we can take ;0=2A|0 \=4. Because ’ is bounded from below in
E(%1 \) by a constant %0 determined by the same quantities as C1 , we have
%q0 h&u C2[k+h‘1].
Since u k, if we take ‘1%q0 (2C2), we infer the desired inequality with
C1=2(1+C2)%q0 . K
We note some variations of this lemma. If b* and c* are in L, we can
choose q, now depending also on \ &b*& and \2 &c*& so that L(’q)0
in E(\)"E(%\), so in this case, the lemma is true without condition (17b)
but ‘1 and C1 depending also on \ &b*& and \2 &c*& . For some values
of =, a different choice can be made for G. For example, when =>12, we
can take
G( y, \)=\&2 \ | y$|2+ ( y
n)2
(A|0)2+ .
For all the applications of this estimate in this section, it would suffice to
prove this lemma with (17a) replaced by the stronger assumption that
u h in E(%\). In fact, our parabolic discussion will use this observation
concerning (17a), but the form of Lemma 3.1 is crucial for our weak
Harnack inequality in the next section. If also b*, c*, and f* are bounded
and if u # C2 & C0, we can use the classical maximum principle in place of
Proposition 2.1.
Lemma 3.1 also implies the following strong maximum principle, which
is essentially the Lemma on the Inner Derivative of Nadirashvili [21].
Corollary 3.2. Suppose u # C0(0 ) has a nonnegative maximum at some
x0 # 0, and suppose there is a positive constant r such that u # W 2, nloc (0[r]),
where 0[r]=0 & B(x0 , r), and 4* # L(0[r]), bi* and c* are in
Ln(0[r]), ;0|;| is bounded on 0[r], c0 in 0[r], and ;00 on 0[r].
If
Lu0 in 0 & B(x0 , r), Mu0 on 0 & B(x0 , r), (18)
and if ; has modulus of obliqueness $<1 at x0 , then u is constant in 0[r].
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Proof. By the strong maximum principle, if the solution is not constant,
then the maximum can only occur at a boundary point, so we only have
to show that u is constant in some neighborhood of x0 . Without loss of
generality, we may assume that x0=0 and that the axis of the interior cone
is parallel to the xn-axis, and we set R=min[r, R((1&=)2)]. We use the
constants A and :1 from Lemma 3.1, and we assume that \ is so small that
condition (17b) is satisfied with x1n=(A&:1) |0 \. Then we choose : so
that
1>:(1+=)2+\1&:1A +
2
,
and we note that G(&x1 , \)<1. Next, we take % so small that E(2%\) & 0
=<, and take %1 # (0, 1) so that G(&x1 , %1 \)<1. Then the hypotheses of
Lemma 3.1 are satisfied with k=0 and U=u(0)&u in place of u. To check
(17a), we note that U is positive on E(2%\) and hence it is bounded from
below by a positive constant h on E(%\). It follows that C1uh on E(%1 \).
In particular, U(0)hC1 , which contradicts the definition of U. K
Observe that the assumption that u have nonnegative maximum is not
needed if c and ;0 are identically zero. This corollary improves Nadirashvili’s
Lemma on the Inner Derivative in two important directions. First, the
coefficients b and c do not need to be bounded, and second, the direction
field ; does not need to be continuous. To compare this result with [12,
Corollary 2.4], we note that [12, (2.3)] is just our interior cone condition
(11), but with |0( ++(1++21)
12)<1(32n). Thus, our corollary improves [12,
Corollary 2.4] when [12, (2.3)] holds by relaxing that condition and by
relaxing the assuming on the coefficient b in [12] to b # Ln. (The modification
needed to convert from our assumptions on linear equations to the
quasilinear equations considered there is explained in our proof of the
weak Harnack inequality.)
We immediately infer the following uniqueness result, which improves
the corresponding ones in [21] and [12].
Corollary 3.3. Suppose 4* # L, bi* and c* # Ln, and c0 in 0.
Suppose ; has modulus of obliqueness $<1 at every point of 0, ;0|;| is
bounded on 0, and ;00 on 0. If u # C0(0 ) & W 2, nloc (0) is a solution of
Lu=0 in 0, Mu=0 on 0, then u is constant. If also c0 or ;00, then
u#0.
We also note that Corollary 3.3 implies uniqueness for the problem
studied by Magueri and Palagachev in [19]; specifically, in part (ii) of
their Proposition 3.1, the hypothesis bi (x) # L2n can be relaxed to bi (x) # Lq
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with q>n, and part (i) of that proposition becomes a special case of this
modified part (ii).
Next, we show how to improve the weak Harnack inequality in [12].
Theorem 3.4. Let 0 # 0 and suppose conditions (11)(13) and (15a)
hold. Let u # C0(0 ) & W 2, nloc (0[R]) satisfy the inequalities
aijDiju*[b1 |Du|2+b |Du|+c~ u+ f ], u0 in 0[R], (19a)
; } Du;n[+2u+ g~ ] on 0[R] (19b)
for nonnegative constants b1 , g~ , and +2 and nonnegative functions b , c~ , and
f in Ln(0[R]). Then there are constants A1(=, |0) and A2(=, |0) such that
for any \RA1 , there are constants C2 , ‘2 , and } (determined only by n,
b1 sup u, =, +, +1 , \+2 , and |0) such that
\ &c~ &n; 0[R]+&b &n; 0[A1 \]‘2 (20)
implies
\\&n |B$(\) u} dx+
1}
C2 \ inf0[\] u+\ & f &n; 0[A1 \]+\g~ + , (21)
where B$(\) is the ball of radius \ and center x(\)=(0, A2 \).
Proof. First, note that we may assume b1=0 by considering v=
(1&exp(&b1u))b1 in place of u. With this additional assumption, we see
that Lu f in 0 and Mug on 0 for
bi={*b
 Diu|Du|
0
where Du{0
where Du=0
c=*c~ , f =*f , ;0=&;n+2 , and g=;ng~ .
Next, we note that B$(4\)/0[R] if A24(1+|20)
12, in which case, it
follows from [3, Theorem 9.22] that there are constants A*, C*, and ‘*
determined only by n and + such that (20) with ‘2‘* and A1A*
implies
\\&n |B$(\) u} dx+
1}
C* \ infB$(\) u+\ & f &n; 0[2\]+ . (22)
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Hence (compare with the proof of [12, Lemma 2.1]), we only need to
estimate the infimum of u over B$ in terms of its infimum over 0[\]. Let
us now set m0=max[1, 1(A|0)],
A1=max {A*, A:m0 ,
4
m0
,
4(1+|20)
12
1&:1 A = ,
and A2=(1&:1 A) A1 . It follows that 0[\]/E(x(\), A1 \) and that we
can choose % so small that E(x(\), %A1 \)/B$(\), and set h=infB$ u ,
x1=x(\), and %1=1&:1 (2A). Because
|[x # E(%A1 \) : u <h]|=0,
we can use Lemma 3.1 with A1 \ replacing \ to see that
inf
B$(\)
u inf
E(%A1 \)
u( inf
E(%1A1 \)
u+k)C1
( inf
0[\]
u+k)C1
provided ‘2 is sufficiently small. Combining this inequality with (22) gives
the desired result. K
Like the weak Harnack inequality in [12], this one is a displaced
inequality in the sense that the L} norm of a nonnegative supersolution
over some set is estimated in terms of its infimum over a disjoint set. We
shall show in the next section how to estimate the L} norm over some set
in terms of its infimum over the same set. There is, however, one observa-
tion that should be made. By using a chaining argument, we can assume
that A1=2 and A2=4(1+|20)
12; moreover, there are constants C2 , }, and
‘2 determined only by n, b1 sup u, \ &c~ &n; 0[2\] , =, +, +1 , \+2 , and |0 such
that
&b&n; 0[2\]‘2
implies (22). The smallness condition on b can be removed if we have
further information on b. We observe that there is a continuous, increasing
function . with .(0)=0 such that
&b&n; E(\).(\).
Now, the chaining argument allows us to remove the smallness condition
on &b&n , but the constants will depend on the function .. We note here
that if b # Lq with q>n, then we can take .(\)=&b&q \1&(nq).
Theorem 3.4 improves [12, Lemma 2.1] by relaxing condition [12,
(2.3)] and weakening the hypotheses on the coefficients. Of course, we
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have replaced the sets G and G$ from that lemma by the sets 0[\] and B$,
respectively.
Our displaced weak Harnack inequality also implies a Ho lder estimate
for solutions of quasilinear problems.
Corollary 3.5. Let 0 # 0 and suppose conditions (11)(13) and
(15a, b) hold. Suppose also that there are nonnegative functions b, c, and f
in Ln and a nonnegative constant b1 such that
|a(x, z, p)|*(b1 | p| 2+b | p|+c |z|+ f ). (23)
Then, for any rR, there are constants C, :, and ‘ determined only by
b1 sup |u|, |0 , +, +1 , r sup0[R] |;0||;|, r &c&n; 0[R] , such that if &b&n; 0[R]‘,
then any solution of Qu=0 in 0[R], Mu= g on 0[R] satisfies the
estimate
osc
0[_r]
uC_: \ osc0[r] u+r sup0[R]
| g|
|;|
+r & f &n; 0[R]+ . (24)
This Ho lder estimate is easily made global. If ; has modulus of oblique-
ness $<1 at every point of 0, if ;0|;| is bounded on 0, and if b, c, and
f are in Ln, then solutions of Qu=0 in 0, Mu= g on 0 are globally
Ho lder continuous but the Ho lder constant will depend on the function .
described above. Moreover, :, which is not to be confused with : from
Lemma 3.1, is easily seen to depend only on n, +, +1 , and |0 .
Our corollary also improves [12, Corollary 2.3] (when [12, (2.3)]
holds) by weakening the hypotheses on b and by allowing domains with
arbitrary Lipschitz constants. It also improves [21, Theorems 1.1 and 1.2]
by relaxing the smoothness hypotheses on 0 and on the coefficients; in
particular, we can estimate the Ho lder norm of u in terms of the Ln norm
of Lu (unlike the estimate in [21, Theorem 1.1]) and we don’t need a
modulus of continuity estimate on aij (unlike [21, Theorem 1.2]). Finally,
we improve [23, Theorem 2] by weakening the smoothness assumption on
0 and by assuming that u # W 2, n rather than W 2, q with q>n.
For our further applications (especially our study of wedges in Sec-
tion 6), we note that Lemma 3.1 remains valid without condition (16).
More precisely, we have the following result.
Lemma 3.6. Let u be a nonnegative W 2, nloc (0[R]) & C
0(0 [R]) function
and suppose conditions (11)(13) and (15a, b) are satisfied. If x1 # 0[R]
and \ is so small that E(\)/0[R], then for any constants % and %1 in
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(0, 1), there are positive constants C3 , ‘3 , and ‘4 determined only by n, =, %,
%1 , +, +1 , \+2 , and |0 such that if
|[x # E(%\) : u (x)<h]|‘n3 \
n (25a)
&b&n; E(2\)+\ &c&n; E(2\)‘4 , (25b)
for some h0, then hC3u in E(%1 \).
Proof. Set xm=(0, xn1+m(A&:1) |0%\) for nonnegative integers m.
We shall show that there is a constant k1 such that
u hkm1 in E(xm , %\4) (26)
as long as 0<m4(A%) provided ‘3 and ‘4 are sufficiently small.
First, we write ‘1 for the constant in Lemma 3.1 corresponding to
%=:1A and %1=1&:1 2A, and we choose ‘3=‘1%. Then
|[x # E(x2 , %\4) : u <h]|‘n1(%\)
n,
and xn2(A&:1) |0%\, so we can apply Lemma 3.1 in E(x2 , %\) to infer
(26) with m=1 and k1=C1 . We now proceed by induction, noting that
|[x # E(xm , %\4) : u <hkm&11 ] |=0‘
n
1(%\)
n
for m>1. K
4. THE WEAK HARNACK INEQUALITY
WITHOUT DISPLACEMENT
The classical weak Harnack inequality of Moser [20, Theorem 3] states
that the L p norm of a nonnegative supersolution for a linear elliptic equa-
tion in divergence form over a ball can be estimated in terms of the mini-
mum of the supersolution over a smaller, concentric ball. (A discussion of
the extension of this estimate to more general divergence form problems
can be found on p. 215 of [3].) An analogous result for equations in
general form was proved by Trudinger [26]. In [18], a weak Harnack
inequality was proved for solutions of oblique derivative problems in
smooth domains, and this result was proved for some nonsmooth domains
in [12]. Unlike the weak Harnack inequalities for supersolutions of equa-
tions, the weak Harnack inequality (proved in [18] and [12]) for super-
solutions of oblique derivative problems has a geometric peculiarity: the L p
norm over a ball is estimate in terms of the minimum over a set which is
disjoint from the ball. In this section, we present a version of this inequality
with the same geometry as that for equations. (Although this geometric
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modification will be not significant for our applications, it forms an impor-
tant part of the author’s investigation of obstacle problems with oblique
derivative boundary conditions [17].) In particular, we improve the results
in [12] and in [24] by relaxing the smoothness hypotheses on the coef-
ficients and the boundary of the domain.
We now fix a point x0 # 0[R] and suppose that R is so small that (1)
holds. We write 0[R] and 0[R] for the intersections of 0 and 0,
respectively, with B(x0 , R), and we use the coordinate system from (1). In
order to prove our weak Harnack inequality, we need an estimate in cubes,
analogous to the estimate (9.56) in [3]. The new ingredient here is that the
cubes are defined with respect to a different coordinate system. We define
the function 8: 0[R]  Rn by 8$(x)=x$, 8n(x)=xn&|(x$). For a point
x1 # 0[R], we write K(x1 , \) for the intersection of 0 with the open cube
in 8(x)-coordinates centered at x1 with side length 2\. In other words,
K(x1 , \)=[x # 0 : max
i<n
|x i&x i1 |<\, |x
n&|(x$)|<\].
Next, we suppose that |0 is a positive constant such that
||(x$)&|( y$)||0 |x$& y$| (27)
for all x$ and y$ in Rn&1 with |x$|, | y$|<R and we assume that conditions
(12) and (13) hold. With A=21+==&4= and : from Lemma 3.2, a simple
calculation shows that there are positive constants #1 and #2 determined
only by n, |0 , and = such that
E(x1 , #1 \)/K(x1 , \)/E(x1 , #2 \).
We then have the following modification of Lemma 3.1.
Lemma 4.1. In addition to the hypotheses listed above, suppose conditions
(15a) and (15b) hold, and let C3 , ‘3 and ‘4 be the constants from Lemma 3.6
with %=#1 (4#2) and %1=34. Let x1 # 0[R], let \>0, suppose that
E(x1 , 4#2 \)/0[R], and set ‘=(2‘3#2)n. If
|[x # K(\) : u (x)<h] |‘ |K(\)|, (28a)
&b&n; K(4\)+\ &c&n; K(4\)‘4 (28b)
for some h0, then hC3u in K(3\).
Proof. We apply Lemma 3.6 with \ replaced by 4#2 \ and the indicated
choices for % and %1 , and we observe that |K(\)| # (2n&1\n, 2n\n). K
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By recasting this estimate in terms of w=log u , we can apply [3,
Lemma 9.23] to infer a weak Harnack inequality which is not displaced.
Theorem 4.2. Let x0 # 0, let R>0, suppose (1) holds with | satisfying
(27), and suppose conditions (12)(13) and (15a) are satisfied. Let
u # C 0(0 ) & W 2, nloc (0[R]) satisfy (19a, b) for nonnegative constants b1 , g~ ,
and +2 and nonnegative functions b , c~ and f in Ln(0[R]). Then there are
positive constants ‘, } and C determined only by b1 sup u, \ &c~ &n , n, +, +1 ,
+2 \, and |0 such that &b &n‘ implies
\\&n |0[\] u} dx+
1}
C \ inf0[\] u+\ & f &n; 0[4\]+\g~ + (29)
for \R4.
Proof. As before, we reduce to the case b1=0 and \ small enough that
(28b) holds and E(x1 , 4\)/0[R] if x1 # 0[2\]. Then fix
K0=[z: max
i<n
|zi&z i0 |<\, |z
n|<\],
and extend w(z)=ln(u b 8&1(z)) as an even function to all of K0 . It follows
from Lemma 4.1 that w satisfies the hypotheses of [3, Lemma 9.23]
in K0 , and then the proof is completed by following the proof of [3,
Theorem 9.22]. The chaining argument removes the smallness restrictions
on \ from Lemma 4.1. K
We also infer a full Harnack-type inequality.
Theorem 4.3. Let x0 # 0, let R>0, suppose (1) holds with | satisfying
(27), and suppose conditions (12)(13) and (15a) are satisfied. Suppose also
that condition (23) is satisfied with b1 a nonnegative constant, b # Lq for
some q>n, and c~ and f in Ln. Suppose finally that g;n is bounded. If u is
a nonnegative solution of Qu=0 in 0, Mu= g on 0, then there is a con-
stant C determined only by b1 sup |u|, R &c~ &n , R1&(nq) &b &q , +, +1 , R+2 , $,
and | such that
sup
0[R4]
uC \ inf0[R4] u+R & f &n+R sup
| g|
|;|+ . (30)
Proof. If replace the function ‘ in [12, Theorem 3.3] with the function
’ from Lemma 3.1, it follows from the proof of [12, Theorem 3.3] that
sup
E(\2)
uC \\\&n |E(\) u} dx+
1}
+\ & f &n+\ sup
| g|
|;|+
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for suitable x1 and \. A simple chaining argument then gives
sup
0[R4]
uC \\R&n |0[R4] u} dx+
1}
+R & f &n+R sup
| g|
|;|+ .
In combination with Theorem 4.2, this inequality gives the desired
result. K
The Harnack inequality in [23, Theorem 3] does not include lower
order terms (or inhomogeneous terms), it assumes that u # W 2, q with q>n,
and it only applies to domains with C 2 boundary. Theorem 4.3 improves
[12, Corollary 3.5] in several ways: it weakens the hypotheses on the coef-
ficient b, it relaxes [12, (2.3)] as already mentioned, and it estimates the
supremum of u over a set in terms of its infimum over the same set.
5. PROOF OF OPTIMALITY
A key element of our proof for the basic estimate is the assumption (13)
with a positive constant =. We now show that this assumption is essential
for the validity of our results. To this end, let 0 be the domain
0=[x # R2 : x2>|x1|, |x|<1],
choose : # (0, 1) and suppose ; is given on 0[12] by ;=(;1, 1) with
;1(x)=1 if x10 and
;1(x)=tan \\&:+12+
?
2+
if x1<0. It is easy to check that ; has modulus of obliqueness 1 at 0 and
that (13) holds with ==0 but not with any positive =. We use polar coor-
dinates (r, %) to define u=r: sin(:(%&?4)). Now we take L to be
the Laplace operator and set M=; iDi . Then Lu=0 and u>0 in 0[12]
and Mu=0 on 0[12]. Hence u satisfies all the hypotheses (with
‘=‘1=‘2=‘3=‘4=0) of Corollaries 3.2 and 3.3, and Theorems 3.4, 4.2,
and 4.3 except that condition (13) holds for ==0 but not for any positive
=. However, the conclusions of these corollaries and theorems are all false
(as long as A1 , A2 , and \ in Theorem 3.4 are chosen so that B$/0[12]).
In addition, the hypotheses of Lemma 3.1 are satisfied, with the previously
noted exception, if we take A, :, and :1 to be arbitrary positive constants
and then h, %, and \ sufficiently small. In particular, we assume that
G(&x1 , \)<1 and that E(%\)/0[12]. However, the conclusion is false
if %1 is chosen so that G(&x1 , %1 \)1. Finally, in Corollary 3.5, we see
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that the Ho lder exponent : is not uniformly bounded in terms of the
modulus of obliqueness if the modulus of obliqueness is allowed to be
greater than or equal to one.
6. ANALYSIS IN A WEDGE
As we have just seen, if the modulus of obliqueness is greater than
or equal to one, we cannot generally expect our results to be true. In this
section, we show that this condition can be relaxed in some special
circumstances motivated by those in [12, Lemma 2.2].
We suppose that
|(x$)={{1x
n&1
{2xn&1
if xn&10
if xn&1<0
for some constants {1 and {2 , and we define ;"=(;1, ..., ;n&2). In place of
the assumption |;$|+1 ;n, we assume that there are positive constants +1
and = such that |;"|+1 ;n,
+1 |{1 | ;n &{1 ;n&1(1&=) ;n if xn&10 and {1 {0,
|;n&1|+1 ;n if xn&10 and {1=0,
+1 |{2 | &{2 ;n&1(1&=) ;n if xn&10 and {2 {0,
|;n&1|+1 ;n if xn&10 and {2=0.
Note that these hypotheses do not imply that the modulus of obliqueness
for ; at 0 is less than one. For example, suppose &{1={2=1, let N be an
arbitrary positive constant, and take ;n=1, ;n&1=N sgn(xn&1), and
;"=0. Then the modulus of obliqueness at 0 is N.
If we now define G by
G( y, \)=(| y$|2+[4(1++1) xn]2) \&2,
and take x1 so that x$1=0 and xn1\(8+8+1), then it’s easy to check that
’ defined by ’(x)=1&G(x&x1 , \) satisfies
; } D’2\&2;n _(1++1) \&\;
n&1
;n
xn&1+(1++1)2 xn+&
on E(\) & 0. It follows that there is a constant C0(=, {1 , {2 , +1) such that
; } D’2\&1;n[1&C0 |xn&1 |\]
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and hence for }=1(2C0), we have
; } D’
;n
\
on 7} the subset of E(\) & 0 where |xn&1|}\. Let us set Hi=[x # Rn :
xn={ixn&1] for i=1, 2 and write &i for the inner unit normal to 0 on
Hi & 0. Then ; } &i=;n on H i & 0 so
|;&(; } &i) &i |C({1 , {2 , +1) ; } &i =
on Hi & 0. Hence we can use our chaining argument to infer that there
are positive constants C* and ‘* such that if
|[x # E(%\)) : u <h]|‘*rn,
then C*u h on 7$} , the subset of E((1+%1) \2) & 0 on which
|xn&1|}. To show that Cu h on E((1&%) \), we follow the proof of
Lemma 3.1 with two changes. We redefine M* on (E(\) & 0)"7} to be
M*w=&w and we apply Proposition 2.1 to v=(hC*) ’q&u . Hence we
obtain the result of Lemma 3.1 in this situation. A similar but more com-
plicated argument works if we do not assume xn&11 =0, and the arguments
of the previous section are easily modified to prove all the consequences
of our basic estimate with this slightly different definition of E(\). In
particular, all our remarks concerning results from [12] under condition
[12, (2.3)] apply to the results of [12] that assume condition [12, (2.3)$].
We point out, without details, that the preceding discussion allows us to
extend our results to arbitrary polyhedra, and that a C1 perturbation of the
geometry does not affect the proofs in any significant way.
7. PARABOLIC RESULTS
In this section, we consider parabolic analogs of the results already
proved for elliptic equations. Since we will be combining the preceding
arguments with already known ones, the discussion will be rather brief. We
shall use the following notation (as in [14]): Points in Rn+1 will be
denoted by X=(x, t) and we use the norm defined by |X|=( |x|2+|t| )12.
A function f defined on a subset 0 of Rn+1 is said to be in H1 if there is
a constant F such that | f (X )& f (Y )|F |X&Y| for all X and Y in 0. We
write Q(X0 , R) for the cylinder
Q(X0 , R)=[X: |x&x0 |<R, t0&R2<t<t0];
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when we need to emphasize the number of spatial dimensions, we use the
subscript n. We write P0 for the set of all X # 0 such that the cylinder
Q(X, R) contains points not in 0 for any R>0. We also write B0 for the
set of all X # 0 such that Q((x, t+R2), R)/0 for some R>0 and
S0=P0"B0.
The parabolic analog of a Lipschitz domain is what was called an H1
domain in [14]. Following [14], we say that P0 # H1 if, first, there is a
number t* such that t=t* for all X # B0, and second, for any point
X0 # S0, there is a coordinate system (x, t)=(x$, xn, t) centered at X0 such
that
0 & Q(X0 , R)=[xn>|(x$, t), |X$|<R, t*<t<t0] (31)
for some R>0 and some | # H1(Qn&1(X$0 , R)). In addition, our operators
now have the form
Lu=&ut+aijDiju+b iDiu+cu, Mu=;iDi u+;0u,
with repeated indices summed from 1 to n and D denoting differentiation
with respect to the x-variables only. We still use *, 4, and D to denote
the minimum eigenvalue, the maximum eigenvalue, and determinant,
respectively, of the matrix [aij ]. We also define the upper contact set E(u)
of u to be the set of all X # 0 "P0 such that there is ! # Rn with
u(X )+! } ( y&x)u(Y ) for all Y # 0 with st. If |x|R in 0 and ;00,
we write E +(u) for the subset of E(u) on which u>0 and (R+;0) |!|<
u(X )&! } x<sup u+2.
With these preliminaries, we have the following parabolic analog of
Proposition 2.1, which is just [14, Theorem 7.1] provided we set
B0=&bD1(n+1)&n+1n+1, E+(u)+R+;0 , (32)
and we take +=B&1(n+1)0 & f
&D*& on page 159 of [14].
Proposition 7.1. Suppose ; points into 0 with ;=0 on B0, and suppose
there are nonnegative constants ;0 and k such that
;0<0 and |;| &;0 ;0 on P0, (33)
and ck in 0. Suppose also that |x|R and 0<t<T for (x, t) # 0. If B0
is given by (32), then there is a constant c1(n) such that
sup
0
uekT \supS0
(Mu)&
|;0|
+c1Bn(n+1)0 " (Lu)
&
D1(n+1) "n+1; E+(u)+ (34)
for any u # C0(0 ) & W 2, 1n+1; loc(0).
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To state the parabolic analogs of the other elliptic results in the preced-
ing sections, we need a parabolic version of the modulus of obliqueness. It
is clear from the calculations that only the size of the derivatives of | with
respect to x plays a role, so we define |0 , +1 , $, and R(=) as before. We
also use |1 to denote the Ho lder norm of | with respect to t. In other
words,
||(x$, t)&|(x$, t1)||1 |t&t1 |12
whenever |t&t1 |R(=).
The arguments in Lemma 2.2 and Proposition 2.3 adapt immediately to
the parabolic situation and we leave their statements and proofs to the
reader.
Next, we discuss a parabolic analog of the geometric situation in
Section 3. We say that 0 satisfies a interior parabolic cone condition at
X0 # P0 if there are positive constants T, |0 , and |0 and a unit vector
# # Rn such that every X # Q(X0 , R) such that
# } (x&x0)<|0[ |x&x0 |2&|# } (x&x0)|2]12+|1 |t&t0 |12
is also in 0. In addition, we say that ; has modulus of obliqueness $ at X0
if, for any =>0, there is a positive R(=) such that the angle between # and
; is less than or equal to arctan(($+=) |0) for X # S0[R(=)]. As before,
we shall assume that #$=0, #n=1, and X0=0, so we have
[X # Q(0, R) : xn<|0 |x$|+|1 |t| 12]/0. (35)
We also assume that there are constants +10 and = # (0, 1) such that
|;$|+1 ;n on S0[R] (36)
and (13) is satisfied. To state our basic parabolic estimate, we recall from
[14, p. 77] that a function f is in the Morrey space Mn+1, 1(0) if there is
a nonnegative constant F such that
|
0 & Q(X0 , r)
| f |n+1 dXFr
for all X0 # 0 and all rdiam 0; the infimum of all such constants F is
denoted by & f &n+1, 1; 0 . For u # W 2, 1n+1, loc(0[R]) & C
0(0 ) and \ sufficiently
small, we then set
k=\n(n+1) &(Lu)+&n+1, 0[R]+\ sup
S0[R]
(Mu)+
;n
, u =u+k.
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We also abbreviate
B0(R)=&b&n+1, 1; 0[R] ,
B1(r)=r&1(n+1) &b&n+1; 0[r]+rn(n+1) &c&n+1; 0[r]
because these quantities appear frequently. Finally, for A and :1 as in
Section 3 and : # (0, 1), we define G by (14) and we set
A0=(max[1, (2|1(:1|0)])2.
Our basic parabolic estimate is different from Lemma 3.1 in two regards:
it assumes that u is strictly positive on all of one set, and it shows that u
is strictly positive on a different set. The two sets are connected in a
straightforward way. The main idea here comes from [7, Lemma 1.3] via
[9, Lemma 3.2] and [14, Lemma 7.24].
Lemma 7.2. Suppose that conditions (35), (36), and (13) hold and that
there are positive constants *0 , 40 , and +2 such that
*0*440 and c0 in 0[R], (37a)
0;0&+2 ;n on S0[R]. (37b)
Let X1=(0, xn1 , 0) # 0[R] and suppose \ is so small that
xn1\A&:12 + |0 \, (38a)
\+2
=4
A|0
, (38b)
and G(x&x1 , \)>1 for (x, t) # S0"S0[R]. Suppose finally that b #
Mn+1, 1(0[R]), c # Ln+1(0[R]). Then for any :0 , %, and %1 in (0, 1), there
are positive constants C4 , ‘5 , and } determined only by n, B0(R), =, :, :0 ,
*0 , 40 , +1 , +2 \, |0 , and |1 , such that if B1(\)‘5 and if
u h in [X : G(x&x1 , \)<%, t=&r2A0] (39)
for some h0, then
C4u h in [X : G(x&x1 , \)<%1 , t=(:0&1) r2A0]. (40)
Proof. We set
0=
(1&=20)(A0 t+\
2)
:0
+=20 \
2, 1=max[0&\2G(x&x1 , \), 0],
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and =21
&q
0 with q2 to be chosen. Following the proof of [14,
Lemma 7.24], we see that q can be chosen so that &t+aijD ij0 in
Q*=[X : G(x&x1 , \)1, &\2A0<t<(:0&1) \2A0].
The introduction of A0 guarantees that xn1&x
n(A&:1) |0 \&|0 |x$| for
X # SQ* & S0[R], so we can use Proposition 7.1 along with the explicit
evaluation of  (see [14, Lemma 7.24] for details) to infer (40). K
This estimate easily leads to a strong maximum principle and a conse-
quent uniqueness result provided we introduce the additional Morrey-like
space mn+1, 1, which consists of all functions f # M n+1, 1 such that
lim
r  0
sup
X0 # 0
r&1 |
0 & Q(X0 , r)
| f | n+1 dX=0.
Corollary 7.3. Suppose u # C0(0 ) has a nonnegative maximum at
some X0 # S0 and suppose u # W 2, 1n+1; loc(0[r]) for some positive r such
that Q(X0 , r) & B0 is empty. Suppose 4 and 1* are in L(0[r]),
b # mn+1, 1(0[r]), c # Ln+1(0[r]) with c0 in 0[r], and ;0|;| is bounded
on S0[r] with ;00 on S0[r]. If Lu0 in 0[r], Mu0 on S0[r], and
if ; has modulus of obliqueness $<1 at X0 , then u is constant in 0[r].
Corollary 7.4. Suppose 4 and 1* are in L(0), b # mn+1, 1(0),
c # Ln+1(0) with c0 in 0, and ;0|;| is bounded on S0 with ;00 on S0.
If ; has modulus of obliqueness $<1 at every point of S0, then the only
W 2, 1n+1, loc(0) & C
0(0 ) solution u of Lu=0 in 0, Mu=0 on S0, u=0 on B0
is u#0.
These results were proved under somewhat different hypotheses by
Kamynin and Khimchenko [6]. In particular, they assume that ; is con-
tinuous at X0 and that the coefficients of L are bounded. On the other
hand, they consider some degenerate equations as well. Corollary 7.4 also
provides an alternative proof for [15, Corollary 5.2].
Uniqueness can also be proved if we relax the inequalities c0 and
;00 to cc0 and ;0b0 ;n for some nonnegative constants c0 and b0 .
We know that the interior weak Harnack inequality for solutions
of parabolic equations has a time shift (see, for example, [14,
Theorem 7.22]), so we expect the same to be true for oblique derivative
problems. If we repeat the argument of Theorem 3.4 (see also [14, Proposi-
tion 7.35]) and use a chaining argument, we obtain the following result. To
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write the constants more simply, for b # mn+1, 1, we define the function B2
by
B2(rR)= sup
X0 # 0[r]
1
r |0 & Q(X0 , r) |b|
n+1 dX.
If b # Lq with q>n+2, then B2(s)=[s(q&n&2)q(R (q&n&2)q &b&q)]n+1.
Theorem 7.5. Suppose 0 # S0 and suppose conditions (35), (36), (13),
and (37a) hold. Let u # C0(0 ) & W 2, 1n+1, loc(0[R]) satisfy the inequalities
&ut+a ijDijub1 |Du|2+b |Du|+cu+ f, u0 in 0[R], (41a)
; } Du;n[+2 u+ g~ ] on S0[R] (41b)
for some nonnegative constants b1 , g~ and +2 , and nonnegative functions
b # mn+1, 1(0[r]), c and f in Ln+1(0[R]). Then there is a constant A3
determined only by |0 , +1 , and = such that for any \ # (0, RA3), there are
positive constants C and } determined only by n, b1 sup u, =, *0 , 40 , +1 ,
+2 \, |0 , B0(R), Rn(n+1) &c&n+1 and B2 such that
\\&n |Q(X1 , \) u
} dX +
1}
C( inf
0[\]
u+\n(n+1) & f &n+1; 0[A3 \]+\g~ ) (42)
for any X1 # 0[R] with x$1=0, t1<&2\2, and Q(X1 , 2\)/0[A3 \].
Ho lder continuity of solutions is an immediate consequence of this
theorem with Q now defined by
Qu=&ut+aij (X, u, Du) Diju+a(X, u, Du).
Corollary 7.6. Suppose 0 # S0 and suppose conditions (13), (36), and
(37a, b) hold. Suppose also that there are nonnegative functions b # mn+1, 1
and c and f in Ln+1 and a nonnegative constant b1 such that
|a(X, z, p)|b1 | p|2+b | p|+c |z|+ f. (43)
Then, for any rR, there are constants C and :, determined only by
b1 sup |u|, =, |0 , *0 , 40 , +1 , r sup |;0||;|, B0(R), Rn(n+1) &c&n+1 , and B2 ,
such that any solution of Qu=0 in 0[R], Mu= g on S[R] satisfies the
estimate
osc
0[_r]
uC_: \ osc0[r] u+r supS0[R]
| g|
|;|
+r & f &n; 0[R]+ (44)
for any _ # (0, 1).
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In order to prove an analog of the usual parabolic weak Harnack
inequality, we first prove a result which is similar to our basic estimate in
the special case %=1. Now we write P(X1 , \) for the set of all X # Rn+1
such that
G(x&x1 , \)+A0
t
\2
<1, t<t1 , xn>|(X$).
Lemma 7.7. Suppose conditions (35)(37a, b) and (13) are satisfied. Let
X1 # 0[R] and suppose \ is so small that (38a, b) hold and P(\)/0[R].
Then for any %1 # (0, 1), there are positive constants C5 and ‘6 both deter-
mined only by n, B0(R), :, =, *0 , 40 , +1 , \+2 , %1 , |0 and |1 such that if
B1(\)‘6 and
|[X # P(\) : u (x)<h]|‘n+26 \
n+2 (45)
for some h>0, then C5u h in P(%1 \).
Proof. The proof is almost identical to that of Lemma 3.1. We set
’(X)=1&G(x&x1 , \)+A0
t
\2
.
Then
xn1&x
n(A&:1) |0 \&|0 |x$|
for X # SP(\) & S0, and it follows that
; } D’
=4
A|0 \
;n(1&A0(t1&t) \&2)
=4
2A|0 \
;n’,
so we still have ; } D(’q)+2 ;n’q if qmax[1, A|0=4]. With these obser-
vations, the proof continues as before except that we don’t need to increase
q to control L(’q). K
As we have already mentioned, the interior weak Harnack inequality for
parabolic equations has a time shift: The L} norm of a solution over a cer-
tain cylinder is estimated in terms of the infimum over a cylinder of the
same size but at an earlier time; however, the cylinders can be chosen so
that their centers have the same spatial coordinates. For the oblique
derivative problem in a noncylindrical domain, this estimate near the
boundary is only possible if the boundary does not vary much between
those times. For example, if we have a cylinder Q(X1 , R) entirely contained
in 0, then Q((x1 , t2), R) could be disjoint from 0 if |t1&t2 | is too large.
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To compensate for this difficulty, we introduce two sets, assuming that (31)
holds. We write B (X1 , t, r) for the set of all (x, t) # Rn+1 such that
|x$&x$1 |2+|xn&xn1&|0(x$, t)+|(x$1 , t1)|
2<r2, xn>|(X$);
and we define
Q (X1 , r)= .
t # (t1&r
2, t1)
B (X1 , t, r).
The chaining argument of Lemma 3.6 then yields the following estimates,
which are the analogs of [14, Lemmata 7.23 and 7.24] for oblique
derivative problems. Note that there are positive constants m1 and m2
determined only by n, |0 , and |1 such that m1Rn+2|Q (X0 , R)|
m2 Rn+2. (In fact, m2 is just the measure of the unit ball in Rn.)
Lemma 7.8. Suppose conditions (31), (36), (37a, b), and (13) are satisfied.
Let X1 # 0[R] and \ # (0, R4). Then there are constants C6 and ‘7 determined
only by n, B0(R), *0 , 40 , =, +1 , +2 \, |0 , and |1 such that if B1(\)‘7 and
|[X # Q (X1 , r) : u <h]|‘7 |Q (r)|, (46)
for some h>0, then C6u h in Q (\2).
Lemma 7.9. Suppose conditions (31), (36), (37a, b), and (13) are satisfied.
Let X1 # 0[R], let :01, and let % # (0, 1). If \ # (0, R4) is so small that
B (X1 , t, \)/0[R] for t # [t1 , t1+\2:0], then there are positive constants
C7 and ‘8 determined only by n, B0(R), :, *0 , 40 , =, +1 , +2 \, |0 , and |1
such that if B1(\)‘8 and
u h on B (X1 , t1 , %r), (47)
for some positive constant h, then C7u h on B (X1 , t, \2) for t # [t1+\2
:0 , t1+:0 \2] such that B (X1 , t, \) # 0[R].
If we use cubes with respect to the Z-coordinates
z$=x$, zn=xn&|(X$), s=t
(here Z=(z, s)) in the proof of [14, Theorem 7.22], we obtain the follow-
ing weak Harnack inequality.
Theorem 7.10. Let X0 # S0 and suppose conditions (31), (36), (13),
and (37a, b) hold. Let u # C0(0 ) & W 2, 1n+1, loc(0[R]) satisfy the inequalities
(41a, b) for some nonnegative constants b1 , g~ and +2 , and nonnegative func-
tions b # mn+1, 1(0[R]), c and f in Ln+1(0[R]). Then for any \ # (0, R4),
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there are positive constants C and } determined only by n, b1 sup u, =, *0 ,
40 , +1 , +2 \, |0 , B0(R), Rn(n+1) &c&n+1 , and B2 such that
\\&n |Q (X1 , \) u
} dX+
1}
C( inf
Q (X0 , \)
u+\n(n+1) & f &n+1; 0[A3 \]+\g~ ) (48)
for any X1 # S0[R] with x$1=x$0 and t1 # (t0&4\2, t0&2\2).
We leave the statement of the two-sided parabolic Harnack inequality to
the reader.
8. MIXED BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS
In this section, we indicate how to modify the previous discussion to
include the mixed boundary value problem
Lu= f in 0, Mu= g on 7, u= on _, (49)
for a relatively open subset 7 of 0 and _=0"7.
First, suppose that there is a cone with vertex at x0 # 0, semi-vertex
angle { # (0, ?2), and height R which does not meet 7. Then ; defined on
7 in some neighborhood of x0 has modulus of obliqueness $ at x0 if, for any
=>0, there is a number R(=) such that the angle between ;(x) and the axis
of the cone is less than or equal to arctan(($+=) tan {) for any
x # B(x0 , R(=)) & 7 and if ; points into 0 in this neighborhood. We also
say that a vector field ; defined on 7 in some neighborhood of x0 # 7 has
modulus of obliqueness $ near x0 if, for any =>0, there is a coordinate
system such that
7 & B(x0 , R)/[x=(x$, xn) : xn=|(x$), |x|<R(=)]. (50)
for some Lipschitz function | such that sup |D|| sup ( |;$|;n)$+= and
;(x) points into 0 for x # B(x0 , R(=)) & 7. Note that ;(x0) need not be
defined.
Our first result is an analog of Proposition 2.3, inspired by the maximum
estimate in [2].
Proposition 8.1. Suppose ; is uniformly oblique on 7 with $<1 and
;00. Suppose also that (4a) holds and that there are positive constants +
and c0 such that 4+* and c&c04. Then there is a constant
=(b0 , $, +, +1 , 0) such that if b=b+b= with b c # L and (9) holding,
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then then there is a constant C determined only by n, &b c& , b0 , c0 , +,
+1 , and 0 such that
sup
0
uC \sup7
(Mu)&
|;|
+sup
_
u++" (Lu)
&
D1n "n+ (51)
for any u # C0(0 ) & W 2, nloc (0).
Proof. We note that the proof of Lemma 2.2 implies that there is a
function \ # C(0 ) with ; } \|;| on 7 and |\|+|D\|+|D2\|C in 0.
The proof is then the same as for Proposition 2.3. K
The analog of our basic estimate is also easy. In place of (11) and (12),
we assume that
[x # Rn : xn>|0 |x$|, |x|<R] & 7=<, (52)
and
|;$|+1 ;n on 7[R] (53)
(using the obvious definition for 7[R]). We then have the following
estimate.
Lemma 8.2. Let u be a nonnegative W 2, nloc (0[R]) & C
0(0 ) function. In
addition to conditions (52), (53), (13), and (15a), suppose that
0;0 &+2 ;n on 7[R], (54)
and that b* and c* are in Ln(0[R]). If x1=(0, xn1) # 0[R] and if \ is so
small that (16) holds and E(x1 , \)/B(0, R), then for any positive constants
% and %1 in (0, 1), there are positive constants C1 and ‘1 determined only by
n, :, =, +, +1 , +2 \, %, %1 , and |0 such that if conditions (17a) and (17b) hold
for some h # [0, inf_[R] u], then hC1 u in E(%1 \).
Proof. We just follow the proof of Lemma 3.1 except we define ;=0
and b0=&1 on 0[R] _ _[R]. K
Of course, this estimate only gives new information if _[R] and 7[R]
are nonempty. The strong maximum principle and uniqueness theorems for
mixed boundary value problems follow rather easily from the results in
Section 3, so we proceed directly to a weak Harnack inequality. Our basic
plan is to follow the discussion in Section 9.9 of [3], so we define
u&m (x)={min[u(x), m]m
if x # 0 _ 7
otherwise
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for m # R. We point out that there is a simple analog of our Theorem 3.4,
but we shall find it useful to introduce a more general result. To this end,
we say, for points x and y in Rn, constants \>r>0, and a positive integer
N, that y is (\, r, N)-related to x if there are balls B1 , ..., BN with radius \
such that Bi & Bi+1 includes a ball of radius r and Bi & 7=< if
i # [1, ..., N], B1 is centered at x and BN is centered at y.
Theorem 8.3. Suppose 0 # 0 and suppose conditions (52), (53), (13),
and (15a) hold. Let u # C0(0 ) & W 2, nloc (0[R]) satisfy the inequalities (19a),
um on _[R], and
; } Du;n[+2 u+ g~ ] on 7[R] (55)
for nonnegative constants b1 , g~ , m, and +2 and nonnegative functions b, c,
and f in Ln(0[R]). Let x1=(0, xn1) and set \=2x
n
1 (1+|
2
0)
12. If y is
(\, r, N)-related to x1 for some r # (0, \), then there are constants C2 , ‘2 ,
and } (determined only by n, b1 sup u, N, r\, =, +, +1 , \+2 , and |0) such
that (20) implies
\\&n |B( y, \2) (u&m )} dx+
1}
C2 ( inf
0[\2]
u+\ & f &n; 0[R]+\g~ ). (56)
Proof. We now follow the proof of Theorem 3.4 along with a chaining
argument to infer that
inf
B( y, \2)
u C inf
0[\2]
u .
Then we note that um on Bi & _ and continue with [3, Theorem 9.27]
in place of [3, Theorem 9.22]. K
Ho lder regularity for solutions can be derived from this theorem under
suitable geometric restrictions on 7 and _.
Corollary 8.4. Suppose 0 # 0 and suppose conditions (13), (15a),
(52)(54) hold. Suppose also that there are nonnegative functions b, c, and
f in Ln and a nonnegative constant b1 such that a satisfies (23). Set A1=
(1+|20)
&12 and suppose, finally, that there are positive constants A2 , A3 ,
and N such that for any x1 # 0[A1 RA] with x$1=0, there is a point y which
is (2A1xn1 , A2x
n
1 , N)-related to x1 and |B( y, 2A1x
n
1)"0|A3(xn1)n. Then, for
any rR, there are constants C, :, and ‘ determined only by A2 , A3 , n, N,
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b1 sup |u|, |0 , +, +1 , r sup7[R] |;0||;| , r &c&n; 0[R] , such that if &b&n; 0[R]
‘, then any solution of Qu=0 in 0[R], Mu= g on 7[R] satisfies the
estimate
osc
0[{r]
uC{: \osc0[r] u+r sup7[R]
| g|
|;|
+r & f &n; 0[R]++C osc_[r] u (57)
for any { # (0, 1).
Proof. We only need to refer to the argument from [3, Theorem 8.27].
K
Note that our hypotheses are satisfied if 0 satisfies condition (A) of
Ladyzhenskaya and Ural$tseva at every point of _[R] and if 7[R] is the
graph of a Lipschitz function over a subset of some (n&1)-dimensional
cone with semi-vertex angle less than ?. Our motivation for making such
complicated hypotheses comes from [13, Theorem 3]. In our present nota-
tion, that theorem assumes (among other things) that 0[R] is a subset
of some cone with vertex at the origin such that the positive xn-axis is on
the surface of this cone (in [13], this hypothesis was incorrectly stated as
the positive xn-axis is in this cone), along with hypotheses (52), (53), and
(13). In this case, there is a point in B(0, R)"0 which is (2A1xn1 , A2x
n
1 , N)-
related to x1 for some A2 determined only by the semi-vertex angle of K1 ,
so the geometric situation from [13] is included in ours. On the other
hand, that theorem allows more growth of the coefficients b and c near 0.
We also point out that a related geometric assumption was used by
Ibragimov [4] to study mixed problems in divergence form. His geometric
condition is much more general than ours because he takes full advantage
of the special form for L and M.
In conclusion, we point out that the considerations of this section can
also be applied to mixed boundary value problems for parabolic equations.
We leave the details to the interested reader, but we point out that, unlike
earlier work such as [11, Section 4], we can allow 7 and _ to be fairly
general, non-cylindrical subsets of S0.
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